Abstract Footskate is a common problem encountered in interactive applications dealing with virtual character animations. It has proven difficult to fix without the use of complex numerical methods, which require expert skills for their implementations, along with a fair amount of user interaction to correct a motion. On the other hand, deformable bodies are being increasingly used in virtual reality (VR) applications, allowing users to customize their avatar as they wish. This introduces the need of adapting motions without any help from a designer, as a random user seldom has the skills required to drive the existing algorithms towards the right solution. In this paper, we present a simple method to remove footskate artifacts in VR applications. Unlike previous algorithms, our approach does not rely on the skeletal animation to perform the correction but rather on the skin. This ensures that the final foot planting really matches the virtual character's motion. The changes are applied to the root joint of the skeleton only so that the resulting animation is as close as possible to the original one. Eventually, thanks to the simplicity of its formulation, it can be quickly and easily added to existing frameworks.
Introduction
Virtual reality often uses motion captured data in order to animate virtual humans who populate these environments. As it is very time consuming to capture high quality motions, an existing clip is most likely to be reused for various applications. Thus, unless a clip is applied to only one given character, the motion must be adapted in order to match the new body's characteristics and dimensions. Even though very efficient and reliable methods have already been proposed to solve this problem, our intention is to focus on VR applications while taking into account the trade offs between the quality of the results, the computational complexity and the ease of implementation. Such applications commonly have databases of 3D bodies, or even systems able to generate new bodies according to user requirements [20] . These bodies are animated onthe-fly according to user interaction by applying motions taken from a database or generated at runtime [6, 12, 13] .
Users seldom have the skills required in order to perform the motion retargeting themselves and moreover this is a problem they simply do not want to acknowledge. For this reason, we propose here a new footskate removal algorithm which can accommodate most of the usual skeleton simplification and low quality motion clips that are used by VR applications and yet still deliver high quality and reliable results with no user interaction.
In order to face the degradation of the models imposed by the VR designers, our algorithm does not rely on the skeletal animation as it is usually done, but rather on the skin motion. Indeed, it isn't realistic to rely on a model with two points of contact for the skeleton's feet as VR characters rarely have such a feature. Moreover, as the motions are extremely simplified, it is difficult to robustly estimate these points of contact from the motion data. Considering the skin motion itself directly gives a multiple points of contact model, thus avoiding this difficult estimation step and ensuring a higher quality final animation.
Related works
In real human walking motion, feet remain in a fixed position on the ground during small periods of time. Footskate is a common error in character animation when a foot appears to slide on the ground plane. It is introduced by the fact that even tough motions are recorded very accurately on real subjects [17, 24] or are very well designed by hand, a particular movement only matches the specific subject from which it was recorded or the character for which it was originally designed. Thus, when applying a motion to a different body, the global rotations and translations that position the character in the scene no longer match the motion of the limbs.
Numerous approaches have been developed in order to address this mapping. It can be thought of as finding a motion that optimizes a given criterion (e.g., be as close as possible to the original motion) while complying with a set of constraints (e.g., no footskate should remain). Numerical methods estimate the required correction using global optimization algorithms (often referred to as spacetime optimization [26] ) and inverse kinematics (IK). Such approaches have the advantage of taking the entire motion into account to perform the retarget, and hence deliver high quality results. Gleicher [8, 9] was the first to apply this kind of optimization to the problem of motion editing and retargeting. He managed to keep the high frequency features of a motion by putting a spline layer between the optimization algorithm and the actual values of the motion parameters. Lee and Shin [16] further refined this idea by adopting not only a single spline per piece of motion, but hierarchies of splines which made the final motion easier to control. Choi and Ko [5] used inverse rate control and managed to achieve the retargeting in real time, while Boulic et al. [3] proposed an approach based on null-space projections, which allows to control a strict number of priority for the constraints. All of the works mentioned above, even though not explicitly focused on footskate, can be employed to address this issue. However, due to the large non-linear systems that must be solved at each iteration of the algorithm, they are quite slow compared to other techniques.
Analytical IK methods were developed to quicken and facilitate the manipulation of human figures. Tolani et al. [23] demonstrated how to analytically manipulate a human limb with 7 degrees of freedom. This scheme was later employed by several works, which either used it alone [14] , or in conjunction with optimization techniques, thus creating a class of hybrid systems [21] . This idea of hybrid systems, combining several techniques in order to speed up the computation was also exploited by the most recent works in motion adaptation [1, 15, 22] . However, these works do not address the problem of footskate removal. Rather, they consider the physical aspects of a motion [1, 22] or an innovative way to interact with a given clip [15] . Such approaches, even though they may be able to fix the footskating are not designed for this purpose, and improvements may still be found for this specific goal. The only recent work directly dealing with footskate is from Glardon et al. [7] and takes only the skeleton into account along with the use of a numerical IK method to reposition the feet where they should stay put. Unlike previous approaches, ours does not intend to make the motion comply with predefined constraints such as a given foot planting. Rather, we aim to calculate the actual displacement which corresponds to the limbs motion, thus modifying the character's path. This may appear strange at first, but numerous VR applications, for instance a virtual try on, do not focus on the character's path as much as on the actual movements performed by its limbs. Indeed, in order to see how a garment fits on a body or another, the motion of their limbs must be similar whereas their actual path is not of such great importance. Another novel aspect of our approach is that it relies fully on the skin to carry out the computation. This allows the use of any kind of skeletal hierarchy, whether it features both balls and heels joints or not [10] . Finally, we also present a new way to estimate the foot planting. Although quite simple, it has proven to be very robust during our tests on catwalk and tryout animations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 3 gives an outline of our method, which is explained further from Sect. 3.1 to 3.3. Section 4 exposes the results we obtained using this method and eventually these results are discussed in Sect. 5.
A footskate removal method for simplified characters
VR applications are quite different from entertainment productions. Indeed, VR aims at immersing a user in a real time environment as similar as possible to reality. Thus these applications are usually highly demanding in terms of performances. To meet these requirements, most labs have built their own VR platforms [19, 25] , which allow to re-use previously developed components. These frameworks are optimized to ensure maximum performances at runtime, and most of the models assume numerous simplifications in order to allow for rich environments. For instance, VHD++ developed jointly by MIRALab and VRLab does not allow for the resizing of a skeleton at runtime, which leaves the method proposed by [14] unusable within this context. Moreover, VR developers rarely focus on side artifacts and usually prefer to concentrate on the final user experience, which prevents them from implementing complex methods for only a small benefit. The method we propose here complies with the two previous statements in the sense that it can accommodate rigid skeletons and is very easy to implement. Thus it can be added with only little time and effort to an existing VR framework.
The method can be summarized as follows: first foot plants are estimated, i.e., when should each foot be planted on the ground. Unlike most of the other approaches our algorithm does not constrain the location where a foot is planted, but rather the frame at which this should happen. This way, the motion itself remains as close as possible to the original, only the path followed by the character is subject to a scale.
The next stage is divided into two separate processes. A first treatment corrects the character's motion along the horizontal axis, and a second one adapts its vertical displacement. This choice was motivated by the observation that in most VR applications, the feet of the character remain rigid throughout the animations. This happens because the feet are attached to only one joint, again for optimization reasons. Thus, as the skin is not deformed accurately, the feet will somewhat penetrate the ground regardless of the retargeting process applied. To correct this, our method accurately plants the feet where they should be in the horizontal plane, while in the vertical direction it minimizes the distance between the ground and the planted foot.
Feet motion analysis
Depending on the quality of a motion clip, it can be quite tricky to estimate how and when to plant a foot. If the motion is perfect, it should be enough to simply observe that a foot remaining static may be planted. However, feet are rarely motionless. Moreover most of the clips that are repeatedly used in reality are far from perfect and therefore such a simple criterion is insufficient. Previous works focused on proximity rules to extract the planting [2] , k-nearest neighbors classifiers [11] or adaptive threshold imposed on the location and velocity of the feet [7] . All the above-mentioned approaches require some human interaction to perform the estimation: even [7] requires at least to specify the kind of motion being performed. As we mentioned previously, our goal is to discard this interaction stage. Instead, we applied a two-step estimation taking the root translation and foot vertices into account. The first step finds out which foot should be planted while the second one refines which part of the sole should remain static. This is achieved by first extracting from the skin mesh the vertices for which the speed has to be calculated. We then isolate the vertices belonging to the feet by using the skin attachment data. Finally, we remove the ones for which the normal is not pointing downward, which leaves us with the sole.
For clarity reasons, we will use t to designate a frame index or a time interval, the unit corresponding to the actual time elapsed between two animation frames.
Foot selection
where o(v i , t) is the offset at frame t of vertex v i from the root, in world coordinates. For this estimation, we take δ = 
Indeed, a higher value of this dot product means that if v j is static at frame t + 1, the displacement induced will resemble more the original root motion. We discard the magnitude of the vector because we are interested in where the character is going and not how far away it goes.
Vertex selection
The dot product criterion robustly tells us which foot must be planted. However, the actual vertex picked by this algorithm can sometimes be jerky, e.g., jump from the foot tip to the heel. The reason is that we picked the vertex which keeps the motion as close as possible to the original one, possibly keeping a bit of skating on its way. In order to overcome this issue, we add a second selection process applied on the vertices of the planted foot only. This second process uses the speed of the vertices in order to pick the right one. Indeed, if the original motion is not too bad, then the vertex which must be static at a given frame is most likely to be the one moving less. The speed of each vertex is first smoothed along several frames in order to remove some of the data noise (in our experiments, 5 frames appeared to be a good compromise). Second, the least moving vertex is chosen as the static one. The result of this selection over a foot step can be seen in Fig. 1 .
We previously assumed that the static vertex in the previous frame must be known in order to estimate the one in the current frame. So for the first frame of the animation, we just use the speed criterion. One could think Fig. 1 . View of the trajectory of the least moving point over the sole during one foot step. In black is a wire frame view of the sole of the character, in red are the vertices selected during the step, and eventually the blue arrows show the transitions between each point that the detection would be less accurate because of this, however we did not witness any setback during our experiments.
This algorithm has proven to be quite efficient on the catwalk animations we tried it on. It is even possible to discard the dot product phase of the algorithm but we noticed that this stage of the process significantly improved the robustness of the detection by accurately tagging which foot must be planted. If the original animation clip is too bad, our algorithm may fail to figure out which vertex should be planted. In this case, one still has the possibility to manually label the vertices (or correct the output of the algorithm), as is the case for all the previous motion retargeting methods. However, during our tests, this only happened on complex dance motions, for which it was hard even for the human eye to figure out which foot should be planted or not.
Root translation correction
As outlined in Sect. 1, the retargeting is split into two phases, namely horizontal and vertical corrections. The horizontal correction introduces a drift of the character over the animation range in order to remove the footskating, while the vertical processing aims at minimizing the distance of the static vertices from the floor. These two separate steps use completely different approaches, which are outlined in the next section.
Horizontal correction
In order to calculate the corrected horizontal translation of the root joint between two frames, once again we use the motion of the vertices. In the previous section, we made the assumption that a static vertex remains during a time interval of at least one frame, centered around the current time instant. However, due to the low sampling of the motion data which is often no more than 25 Hz, this assumption cannot be retained for the actual displacement of the root joint. Thus, we estimate when the transition between two static vertices should happen, again using their speed. As before, the vertex with less speed should remain static, and we estimate the exact time instant between two frames when the transfer should occur.
For doing so, we approximate the speed of each vertex as follows: first the speed of the current and next static vertices v i and v j are calculated for frames t − 1, t, t + 1 and t + 2. These velocities are then plotted in 2D and approximated using a Catmull-Rom spline [4] , which yields to two parametric curves V i (q) and V j (q), q ∈ [0, 1], as depicted in Fig. 2 . Eventually, the particular value q t corresponding to the cross between v i and v j is calculated by solving the cubic equation V i (q) = V j (q), which we did using the approach proposed by Nickalls [18] . Now that the exact time t + q t when the weight transfer occurs is know, the actual position of the vertices at this instant is to be calculated. For doing so, the trajectory of the points between t and t + 1 is first approximated using again a Catmull-Rom spline. The parametric location t 1 and t 2 of the points over these curves is given by their approximated speeds as follows:
Having the two offsets o(v i , t + q t ) and o(v j , t + q t ), enables us to calculate the new root displacement between frames t and t + 1 using formula Eq. 1, with δ = q t .
The translation computed during this step is valid only if the feet deform in a realistic way which -to our experience -they seldom do. Often they remain rigid and this creates a bad vertical translation while the weight is transferred from the heel to the toe during a foot step. This is the reason why, as stated previously, the calculated root translation is only applied on the horizontal directions, as follows:
where P is a 3D to 2D projection matrix. The horizontal correction introduces some drift of the character compared to the original animation. This effect is desired as it removes the footskating. However, in the vertical direction, no drift should take place otherwise the body will soon be walking in the floor or in the air. We do not want to change the legs configuration for enforcing the correct height of the foot sole because we want to remain as close as possible to the original animation of the limbs. Moreover, strictly enforcing the height of the static vertices to be zero would lead to cumbersome configurations of the legs in order to cope with the rigidity of the feet (remember that the feet seldom deform in VR applications) thus introducing unattractive artifacts.
Instead we chose to act on the root joint translation only, by minimizing the height of the static vertices over the animation. Thus, a small amount of penetration will remain afterwards, which is the price we pay if the feet are rigid and if we do not want to drastically change the look of the animation.
We calculate a single offset and a scale to be applied to the root height trajectory so that static vertices remain as close as possible to the ground throughout the animation, as shown in Fig. 3 .
It is quite trivial to calculate the offset to be applied to the root trajectory: if we consider the height h t in world coordinates of each static point, then the root offset ∆H is simply:
where N is the number of frames of the animation.
Once this offset is applied to the root trajectory, the mean of the static vertices height is thus zero. However, they still oscillate above and underneath the ground during the animation. This oscillation will be minimized by the calculation of the scaling factor α. If we consider H to be the average root height over the animation, then for each frame its actual height H t can be written as an offset r t from this mean value: H t = H + r t . The variance σ 2 of the static points height can be expressed in terms of the root average height H, the scaling factor α and the relative height l t of the fixed vertex with respect to the root as follows:
This variance is to be minimized by the scaling factor α, and fortunately this is equivalent to finding the root of a simple second order equation with only one unknown, α. Indeed: The residual sliding that one may notice in the blue prints is due to the estimation of the root motion between two steps, which makes both feet move at the same time in order to get a more realistic final motion Figure 4 exhibits the foot prints left by a retargeted walk (in blue) and by the original walk (in green). One can see that nearly all footskate is corrected. The minor sliding which remains is due to the estimation of the displacement of the root joint between two steps, as described in Sect. 3.2. Indeed, because the weight transfer does not occur exactly in an animation frame, the feet may well slide a bit between two frames when switching from one foot plant to the other. Figure 5 shows animation snapshots of an original animation and its retargeted version. One can see that the drifting effect for getting rid of the foot sliding actually occurs, while the height of the character is modified so that its feet stick to the floor as much as possible.
Results
Due to its simplicity, our method performs very swiftly and can be added to existing systems within moments. Thus even if it cannot accommodate all the motions one may want to use within a VR framework, it can fix many existing clips with only a minimal amount of time and effort.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a method to remove the footskating of a motion clip, which takes into account the character itself in order to improve the results and speed up the computations. Compared to previous approaches, this method fully relies on the skin, which is what the final animation will display, to perform the retargeting. It can be utilized by casual users as no interaction or expertise is required to obtain good motions. The footskating removal preserves the original movements of the limbs because the corrections are applied to the root joint translation only. Moreover, for most cases, it has the advantage of extracting the foot plants automatically, which prevents time consuming manual work.
Last but not least, in the future we would like to extend our method to be able to apply it to any kind of motion, and more particularly motions such as sliding and jumping. Indeed, during the foot plant extraction, we currently assume that the character always has one foot anchored to the ground, which is not the case in such motions.
